Dear Ron Paul,
This may be one of the most important messages you read this year.
After your recent comments about RonPaul.com, dozens of fellow supporters urged
us to contact you regarding your potential use of the domain name to host your new
website.
As you may know, over the past few years our team acquired several Ron Paul
related domain names that were either passed up or allowed to expire by your staff
(including RonPaul.com, RonPaul2008.com, RonPaul2010.com, RonPaul.net,
RonPaul.org, RonPaul.info and several others). We initially secured these domains to
make sure they would not fall into enemy hands.
On May 1st, 2008 we launched a grassroots website at RonPaul.com that became
one of the most popular resources dedicated exclusively to you and your ideas. We
put our lives on hold and invested 4.5 years of hard work into you, RonPaul.com
and Ron Paul 2012. Looking back, we are very happy with what we were able to
achieve with unlimited enthusiasm and limited financial resources.
After careful analysis of the available data, we are convinced that separating our
grassroots website from RonPaul.com would be counterproductive. There are
literally hundreds of thousands of inbound links directed to specific articles, videos
and blog posts at RonPaul.com that would all be misdirected if you put up a new
website at the domain.
Also, we have many email addresses, social media accounts, t-shirt designs etc.
linked to the domain (in particular the popular Facebook page "RonPaul.com") that
we would have to change or abandon. In short, such an abrupt change would lead to
chaos on the Internet and - at least temporarily - disrupt the message of liberty.
To avoid these complications we'd like to offer you an alternative domain name,
RonPaul.org, for your new website at no cost whatsoever. Please don't use a
monstrosity such as "RonPaulsHomePage.com" as is being speculated on the
forums. RonPaul.org is an attractive, high quality alternative, and it won't cost you

anything. (Other than the annual renewal fee; all domains have to be renewed each
year and that costs about $10 per year.)
If you do insist on obtaining RonPaul.com (it is the best Ron Paul related domain
name), we could relocate our grassroots site elsewhere and sell you the domain name
at its current market price of $250,000. That would include a copy of our 170,000
strong RonPaul.com email list; these supporters proactively signed up for our email
updates, they expect and welcome frequent communications, and they are
completely "untapped" in terms of donations. This means that you (and/or Campaign
for Liberty) could easily make back the purchase price in a matter of days. Only you
can put this list to its best possible use, which is why we'd include it as a free bonus
with RonPaul.com.
If you'd like to accept RonPaul.org as our free gift please ask your domain manager
to contact us for the "AUTH" code for easy transfer. (And kindly inform us through
Ronnie who that person is going to be so we can safely transfer the domain.)
Sincerely,
Tim Martin & Team
Your supporters at RonPaul.com

